More on this Current Time in the Kingdom
(November 2021)

Following on from the prophetic insight I was given concerning the current season we are in, 1 a time
when Forerunners are leading the vanguard for the restoration of all things, this is an update. More
information is being received to cement this time in our understanding and to equip us with the
knowledge we need to move forward without deviation. There will be glory rising alongside the rise of
darkness, so we must focus on where we are going and make sure we are aligning with Heaven every step
of the way. Read on!
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KINGDOM MESSAGES
Kriston Couchey
(★ extract from a prophetic message published in his book this year [2021])
“I have positioned you as one of many witnesses as to what I am doing in and through my people in this
day. As I have told you before; the day of merely revelation has come to manifestation in my sons. What
you write from my heart will bear witness with others and encourage them to find their destination in Me.
The gifts are not going away, but the one who becomes one with Me will function in whatever capacity I
deem necessary. Do not identify yourself simply as a gift to equip; your identity is in Me as my son, and
my heart is simply that you establish that identity in others.
The place of visitation and preparation can no longer help you as the doorway to oneness has been
opened. Unless you choose to trust and walk with Me in oneness, you will shrink back into that former,
lesser light. You will move back from intimacy to friendly acquaintance, a place where many who call
themselves followers of Me remain.
In this day I am raising up a generation of children who will not need to make the journey from religion
to oneness as you have. They are being birthed into oneness as my sons. Indeed, many are even now
being birthed outside the walls of religion into union with Me; and while they cannot see it now, they will
need the wisdom of many like you who have fought the good fight for the freedom to walk as sons.
For those of the previous generation who have believed and yielded to my preparation, their wilderness
journey is now complete, the promised land is before you and now I will glorify Myself in and among my
own.”2
1 – “A New Era in the Kingdom”
canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/MESSAGE-A-New-Era-in-the-Kingdom-21-11-2018.pdf
2 – Kriston Couchey (2021) “An Adventurer's Guide To The Next Age: A Prophetic Journey Out Of Religion Into Union With God”
[Kindle Ed. P:16]
www.amazon.com.au/ADVENTURERS-GUIDE-NEXT-AGE-prophetic/dp/B097BSKTKS
⭐This is an educational document produced by Canberra Forerunners⭐
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Ron McGatlin
(★ extract from a prophetic message published on 28-10-2021)
“As the great transition and transformation continues in our lives and families, our cities and eventually our
nations and the world, it is needful to hear and discern what God is doing in the world and how we each need
to change to align with the will and way of God.
Whether we like it or not there are many changes now taking place to move the people and the nations toward
the perfect will of God.
God’s supernatural heavenly love, power and wisdom is flowing into the hearts and lives of many young
people of God. The older generations have seen a measure of victory in the presence and glory of God
manifesting on Earth. However, that which we have experienced in the recent past generations, pales in
comparison to what God is doing among the next generations.
God is structuring the world and especially the young people of the world to move into the fullness of the
Kingdom of God. Recent past generations have been self-structured largely by lukewarm religious church
systems and increasing godless humanism that did not produce the victory of the rule and ways of God in the
culture.
Christ Jesus has provided and is now providing everything needed to bring forth the fullness of the Kingdom
of Heaven/Kingdom of God on Earth as it is in Heaven. ” 3

Ann Shikuh
(★ extract from a prophetic message published on 10-11-2021)
“My Precious One, After this painful season of 'squeeze squeeze squeeze,' you will become so valuable
and precious in the eyes of men that they will not spare any expense just for a brief opportunity to drink
and feast on the wine, honey, milk, meat, anointing, wisdom, grace, and heavenly food I will have
produced in you through the pressing. You are taking root downward and will bear fruit upward,
producing much, enduring fruit. The whole world will be filled with your fruit. I know it has been very
costly and your strength is spent, but this is not how your story ends. There is a glory coming, a
tremendous glory that is far greater than the trouble. And that's what it's been all about - the glory!” 4

Ricky Nieuwenhuis
(★ extract from his book published in 2020)
“When you are in Christ, you are a new creation or a new creature. When you are in Christ, the old has
gone and the new has come. When you are in Christ, you are seated in heavenly places. This doesn’t
happen just by confession and if that’s been your Christian life, you’ve only been operating in the gifts
which were not meant to be given to mature sons. The gifts were given to a people in their immature state
to wet their appetite for the things which are to come. For example, if you’re operating in the gift of
healing, but you’ve done nothing in that time except rely on the gift, you are still at the place where you
started. You haven’t taken the time to go through the process, to see how to navigate it and open it up. You
need to see how the gift works in order to become the gift. I believe we are entering a season where the
gifts are not going to work the way they used to. I believe that Yahweh has given us as sons many
opportunities to take that which we have and start navigating it so that we can become something new on
the other side. We can start living the reality of what we believe and not just rely on the gift that says,
“God, please come and help us down here.” Yahweh is saying, “Why don’t you come up and engage with
me?” You can be the one that starts to reveal and release what you believe.” 5
3 – “Kingdom Structure For Victory”
canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/Kingdom-Structure-For-Victory-McGatlin.pdf
4 – www.facebook.com/FeastingAtTheKingsTable/posts/1724487534412452
5 – “Legacy Of Sonship” [Kindle edition location 127]
www.amazon.com.au/Legacy-Sonship-Ricky-Niewenhuis-ebook/dp/B092MFC9WP
⭐This is an educational document produced by Canberra Forerunners⭐
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Troy Black
(★ extract from a prophetic message published on 10-11-2021)
“Many Christians and US citizens in general have recently made or are making the decision to forfeit
their jobs. The reason is well known. For various reasons, people have not complied with the vaccine
mandates, which are affecting more and more areas of industry in the US economy and around the world.
The Holy Spirit began to speak a powerful and encouraging word to me about this job crisis on October
28, 2021. He said, "Tell My people to start the businesses—the new ideas and new companies. There's a
grace on this time for starting afresh—starting over and growing quickly. Don't doubt My ability to do
through you what you could not do for yourself."
I wrote this down and continued to wait upon the Lord. Then I heard that there would be a fresh grace—
an empowerment released to help believers to overcome during this season of trial. He said, "I'm fixing
the legal structure so this works. I'm going to do what I said I will do. I will not abandon My people."
As I said already, I encourage you to wait upon the Lord about this word and see what the Holy Spirit has
to say personally to you about it.” 6

Tim Sheets
(★ extract from a prophetic message republished on 24-11-2021)
“"Take courage," says the Lord of hosts. "I have now released weapons of war reserved for your time—
new weapons in the spirit realm. Hear the sound of angel armies prepared for battle. I will activate the
armories, energize the 'word missiles', fuel and empower the 'word bombs' of My Ekklesia. I will fuel the
decrees of the King’s Ekklesia with explosive power to demolish demonic blockades. For as surely as fire
rained upon Sodom and Gomorrah, I will rain My fire on entrenched iniquity that has raised itself
against Me.
"The combatants aligned with the 'forever loser' will feel the explosive power of My might; for this day, I
am releasing angels of war who will raid and confuse the camps of My enemies. Watch, says the Lord of
hosts, as the enemies of My kingdom begin to fight one another. Friendly fire will come into the camps of
My enemy. I will divide their language and they will tear down their own towers.
"I will not be mocked. For I have heard the decrees of My faithful remnant who have released what I say.
My Holy Spirit has filled their mouths with decrees of faith, which will now explode against the
strongholds and schemes of evil—the hidden enemies of My kingdom. The prevailing nature of Jesus is
now filling the hearts and mouths of My heirs. Bold determination is filling them."” 7

Charlie Shamp
(★ extract from a prophetic message published on 6-11-2018) ◄◄ NOT PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED
“I heard the Lord say, "I am gathering from three different prophetic movements that I have birthed in the
earth from the past. These were three distinct heavenly birds that I sent to the earth and they built
prophetic nests for me. They have come home to heaven, but they multiplied themselves and released their
mantles upon their children before they left the earth. I will pull at their son’s and daughter’s heart
strings in this season with a new prophetic sound in an attempt to knit them together so their movements
will fly as one. This will happen if they hear the new sound and catch the fresh wind that is about to
come. When this happens I will release a new prophetic movement, a new bird will come…"
I again heard the Lord say, "I am offering to the sons of the Prophets the same mantle that I gave Elisha,
a heavenly legacy. This is a double portion of the prophetic and is the inheritance only given to the first
born, but I will lay it upon those who catch this new wind that I am releasing from my throne. They will
receive it and fly together in the unity of the Spirit."” 8
6 – “Vaccine Mandates and Job Loss” www.charismamag.com/blogs/prophetic-insight/50723-vaccine-mandates-and-job-loss
7 – “You Are Entering a Time of My Kingdom's Fireworks”
www.charismamag.com/blogs/prophetic-insight/50872-you-are-entering-a-time-of-my-kingdom-s-fireworks
8 – “A New Prophetic Bird Is Being Birthed In The Earth” www.elijahlist.com/words/display_word.html?ID=21088
ALSO: awakeningmag.com/1911-2
⭐This is an educational document produced by Canberra Forerunners⭐
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CCOP
(★ Message received on 25-11-2021)
“It is time. It is time for the nation to arise, to open up, to embrace everything that I have for it. It’s time
to put away all the fear and the anxiousness that’s been around for the last couple of years. These are not
portents for the direction this nation is to travel. I do have plans for Australia, great plans, but fear,
stress, anxiousness and the like, do not allow you to align with me so I can take you on the journey that
you are to go on. Fear of all sorts of things that are around about you, distract you from me, distract you
from being effective citizens, distract you from focusing on what’s important and what’s not.
Through fear, the economy of this nation has taken a great downturn. It may not seem so, according to the
media reports, but compared to where it should be, it has. The prosperity of this nation, of course, does
not depend on the economic management by the government and by businesses. It depends, more
importantly, on my influence. All the work that the Federal government will put into economic resurgence
will be thwarted by the fear that’s in the nation.
Australians, focus on what’s important. Cease focusing on the things that are being raised before you in
the public place and in the media that are doom and gloom. I’ve built resilience in you, I’ve built strength
in you, I’ve built determination into you [as a nation] 9. If you put aside the negativities and focus on
what’s positive and what’s good for the nation, what’s good for your families, what’s good for businesses
and industry and agriculture, your prosperity will return. Of course, that will not be to the level that it
should be and that it will be when hearts of Australians are turned towards me.
Yes, I’m moving towards being able to release my Spirit in a large way, an enormous way, to see this
nation change. But, many things have to come into alignment, many thing have to be in place, before that
can happen, and while ever the populace is in fear, my plans are being thwarted. Remember, fear is a tool
of the enemy, it has no place in my Kingdom. My people, especially, must learn to expel all negativity and
all fear from their lives, if this nation is going to proceed as quickly as possible towards it’s destiny.
You are my imagers10. You are my sons and daughters, and I have chosen to work through you. So, this is
a wake up call. Align yourself with me. 11 Set your heart on achieving the things that I want to achieve
through each one of you. My plans, not yours. Not the plans of others, but my plans, and you’ll see great
change. It will build, but it will be great. I promise you this.
The longer it takes for fear to be eliminated from your lives and your mind, the longer it will take for
Australia to reach it’s full potential. So, there you have the challenge. It’s all up to you. I can’t do any
more than you allow me.” 12

>> There’s more to come, but you must keep watching and listening for yourself <<

Laurence
30-11-2021
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)

COPYRIGHT
Quotes from Laurence Smart and CCOP are free to copy, republish and distribute as they are licensed under
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License
Quotes from Open Heaven Digest: “Unlimited permission to copy and post or reprint without altering text or
profiteering is hereby granted
subject to proper credits and inclusion of this web address: www.openheaven.com . However, if an item not written
by Ron McGatlin is marked Copyright, you should contact the original publisher for permission to reproduce.”
All other quotes are the copyright of their authors or publishers

9 – Added to give the sense of what the sentence was conveying. [LDS]
10 – ‘Imagers’: All humans were made in the Creator’s image and represent him on Earth. Their responsibility is to see Heaven manifest on
Earth and the rule of the Heaven maintained here.
11 – MEANING: This actually means you change your heart so that his desires are your priority and you agree with everything he releases
that he wants to do in your life, in the nation and in the world. It doesn’t negate you have your own plans, provided they are appropriate
in your responsibility as a son. It does not mean you have to pray in everything he releases that he wants to do – he just wants you to
say, “Yes. That’s great. Let it be that way.”
12 – “Australia At The Present Time”
canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/MESSAGE-Australia-At-The-Present-Time-25-11-2021.pdf
⭐This is an educational document produced by Canberra Forerunners⭐
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